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CHAPTER 40

Gnostic and Epistemological Themes in African 
Traditional Religion

Marcus L. Harvey

IntroductIon

By the late 1970s, the category “African Traditional Religion” had gained 
steam in a discursive environment whose growth was fomented by eighteenth- 
and nineteenth-century Eurocentric beliefs about African “primitives” held by 
eminent European intellectuals. A common axiom tying these beliefs together 
was that “there is nothing to be learned from ‘them’ [Africans] unless it is 
already ‘ours’ [‘Europeans’] or comes from ‘us.’”1 This form of reasoning 
undergirded, for example, conservative British statesman and former Prime 
Minister Arthur James Balfour’s imperialist attitude toward “oriental” Egypt in 
a controversial 1910 parliamentary lecture, an attitude reflected in the belief 
that “British knowledge of Egypt is Egypt.”2 It may come as no surprise then 
that, 60 years later, Ugandan social critic Okot P’Bitek concluded that “Western 
scholars have never been genuinely interested in African religions per se. Their 
works have all been part and parcel of some controversy or debate in the 
Western world.”3

Whether we agree with P’Bitek or not, the study of African Traditional 
Religion from a gnostic or epistemological perspective is a fraught enterprise. 
It resists Hume’s and Kant’s shared insistence upon useful, morally grounded 
African knowledge being an impossibility, stubbornly forcing the question of 
what knowledge is—or what it means to know—from within an African 
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religious frame of reference embedded both in the ancestral African past and in 
the so-called modern, contemporary present.4 So if, as Foucault suggests, dis-
tinct sociocultural conditions make possible the creation of diverse ideas, 
knowledges, theories, and philosophies, what, then, are the conditions that 
enable traditional (or indigenous) African religious gnosis, or knowing? How is 
knowing understood from a traditional African religious perspective? What is 
the relationship of such knowing to contemporary modernity?5 It seems rea-
sonable to ask the latter question when we consider Latour’s theorization of 
modernity as a complex state of affairs that “comes in as many versions as there 
are thinkers or journalists” while simultaneously pointing to “the passage of 
time,” a “new regime,” and a contentious, “revolutionary rupture in time” 
where there are “modern winners” and “ancient losers.”6 Engagement of this 
question is buttressed as well by a growing interest among scholars across dis-
ciplines in African, transcultural, and global modernities.7 This question, along 
with the others just posed, represents the basic concerns of this chapter.

I should also note that the ensuing analysis takes its cue from the phenom-
enology of religion and places a heavy emphasis on epistemology. Thus, my 
approach to African traditional religious knowing bears interpretive proximity 
to studies like Opoku’s West African Traditional Religion and Bockie’s Death 
and the Invisible Powers. As signaled in Mudimbe’s The Invention of Africa, a 
landmark work that raises epistemological questions regarding our understand-
ing of African people groups, traditions, and thought-worlds, the language of 
gnosis, from the Greek gnosko (“to know”), can be useful to discussions of 
African epistemology given its association with “seeking to know, inquiry, 
methods of knowing, investigation, and … acquaintance with someone.”8 
Even more important, terms found in the Akan (southern Ghana), Yorùbá 
(southwestern Nigeria), and Dagara (southwestern Burkina Faso) lexicons 
such as ebisadze (“to ascertain or inquire” through divination, a “mystical”—or 
“gnostic”—technology utilized by trained priests [akɔmfo] to establish materi-
ally effective communication with the spiritual world), Ifá (a name assigned to 
the divinity of knowledge and wisdom in the Yorùbá tradition, to a vast body 
of knowledge concentrated in the Ifá literary corpus [Odù Ifá], the sacred oral 
text of Yorùbá religion, and to a core divination system known as Ifá dídá), and 
yielbongura (“the thing that knowledge cannot eat”) invite scholarly attention 
to African Traditional Religion at the level of knowledge.9

And yet the scope of this chapter is guided by Opoku’s admonition that the 
“central reality” of African Traditional Religion cannot be presented in any 
text, for “the reality of this religion … defies adequate objectification, and 
remains a mystery.”10 My argument, then, is that a contemporary sense of what 
it means to know within a traditional African religious environment can be 
established through attention to two themes that emerge upon a general con-
sideration of cosmological details shared across a variety of African people 
groups followed by a more focused examination of oral religious discourse, 
primarily Akan proverbs with spiritual implications or references. Two themes 
are highlighted in the proverbs: 1) knowing as an elusive yet adaptable 
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relationship with spirit requiring constant interplay between the ancestral 
African past and the immediate present; 2) knowing as a moral crucible. We 
shall begin our elucidation of these themes by first making several broad obser-
vations about traditional African religious cosmologies.

tradItIonal afrIcan relIgIous cosmologIes

Cosmologies encompass interwoven narratives, ideas, and practices that orga-
nize peoples’ understanding of “the universe in space and time and the place of 
human beings in it.”11 Such accounts—or theories—of reality are found in 
abundance among the several thousand people groups that comprise the nearly 
12-million-square-mile African continent. In virtually every case, one encoun-
ters a theory taking one form or another that understands the physical world 
via the spiritual world in ways that have bearing on the two themes that frame 
my epistemological analysis. However, we must be vigilant to avoid character-
izing the African cosmologies as homogeneous in nature. They are each in 
their own complex way distinct, often with ample room for regional and inter-
nal variation, disagreement, and debate.

For instance, while ancestral spirits play a key role in the religious cosmolo-
gies of many African societies, it would be misleading to suggest that this 
importance is always the same in degree. The cosmologies associated with the 
Akan, Yorùbá, and Mende societies accord profound importance to the ances-
tors—physically deceased persons who once lived in the corporeal world but 
now inhabit the spiritual realm in a custodial capacity, having met—as adults—
certain ethical standards instituted by tradition. From an African point of view, 
the ethical life is defined by successful ritual passage into adulthood, the honor-
ing of all ritual and family obligations, fidelity to the “social responsibilities of 
protecting and preserving societal secrets” and taboos, productivity, and over-
all good character, to name only a few criteria.12 Within these societies, ances-
tors can be interpreted as wise, demanding spiritual presences who wield great 
power in the interest of protecting the aforementioned ethical standards and 
the traditions that support them, even if doing so requires the punishment of 
wayward living descendants. The same is true for the Ndembu of Zambia and 
many other groups.13

In contrast, the Zande of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) 
regard ancestral spirits as far less useful, placing more emphasis on a sharp dis-
tinction between “internal and external powers.”14 If we think of ancestral spir-
its as mediators, by which I mean that their activity impacts the bi-directional 
relationship between the corporeal and incorporeal worlds, then what surfaces 
in our discussion of the status of these spirits in Akan, Yorùbá, Mende, and 
Ndembu cosmology as compared to their status in Zande cosmology is an 
incongruence. To cite one more example, although the cosmology of the Zulus 
of KwaZulu-Natal Province in South Africa shares much in common with that 
of the Yansi of Kinshasa in the DRC, Zulu cosmology nonetheless involves dif-
ferent mediational spirits that coincide with the Southern Bantu social 
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system.15 As indicated by this example and the work of researchers like Augé, 
African cosmologies interact with and adapt to “historical change, diffusion, 
and local variations.”16 Far from being abstract, ahistorical inventions with no 
significant connection to social life, African cosmologies provide traditional yet 
malleable anchors that ground African communities in an orienting sense of 
identity and spiritual affiliation as they negotiate contemporary modernities.

Keeping in mind the adaptable heterogeneity, nuance, and meaning-making 
function of African cosmologies, it is also helpful to recognize two generally 
shared theoretical characteristics before treating the two central themes that 
afford a glimpse into the thought-worlds of African Traditional Religion. To be 
sure, more than two characteristics could be identified herein.17 However, the 
selected characteristics discussed below, though not intended to yield a com-
prehensive understanding, nevertheless acquaint us with some of the key fun-
daments of African cosmology while remaining sensitive to space constraints.

One theoretical characteristic typifying African cosmology has to do with a 
particular ontological understanding of the corporeal and incorporeal worlds. 
According to this understanding, the incorporeal world is the matrix of the 
corporeal world, meaning that spirit, or rather the powerful, vivifying agency 
of spiritual beings, is the source from which all matter and life spring. In an 
African frame of reference, spiritual agency is the precondition not only for the 
very existence of matter itself, but also for the imagination thereof.18 The spiri-
tual and material worlds, therefore, exist together in an inextricable relation-
ship wherein each side facilitates varying degrees of intelligibility for the other. 
Notwithstanding these degrees of intelligibility, the relationship that makes 
them possible is not necessarily perceptible to the average person who lacks the 
requisite initiation and training. For both the initiated and the uninitiated, 
African cosmologies enjoin disciplined engagement of the spiritual world as a 
means of addressing immediate issues (illness, familial ruptures, obstacles to 
success, wider social conflict and upheaval, etc.) now.19 As Opoku’s earlier-cited 
statement suggests, the formless goal of intellectually mastering spiritual real-
ity, an evanescent, fluid reality that escapes the full human grasp, does not at all 
factor into the epistemological calculus of the traditional African religious 
imagination.20 Thus, initiation and training are not guarantors that the deeper 
mysteries of spiritual engagement will someday be fully unraveled. 

In the Yorùbá tradition, where, like in many other African religious tradi-
tions, we find mythic origin narratives explaining how the earth, humans, and 
the natural world came into existence, we also find within the same narratives 
an awareness of the limits of what can be known about the relationship between 
the corporeal and incorporeal domains, even by the òrìsạ̀ (deities) themselves. 
Connected to one narrative detailing how Olódùmarè (the chief Yorùbá deity 
and “sole giver of life”) attempted to effect the creation of the earth through 
the agency of Ọbàtálá (the eldest òrìsạ̀ who, due to drunkenness, has this pres-
tigious responsibility taken from him by his opportunistic brother Odùduwà), 
a five-toed hen, and a pigeon is a story about Ọbàtálá later growing envious of 
the knowledge Olódùmarè possesses as the giver of life. Ọbàtálá, therefore, 
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hatches a scheme to spy on Olódùmarè in order to learn the secret of bestow-
ing human life to lifeless forms. However, not to be outmaneuvered, Olódùmarè 
knows of Ọbàtálá’s shifty scheme (by this point Olódùmarè had recommis-
sioned Ọbàtálá as the molder of human forms into which Olódùmarè would 
infuse quickening breath [e ̣̀mí]) and foils it by causing him to fall asleep just 
before witnessing the spiritual mechanics involved in the bestowal of human 
life.21 A moral epistemological principle we might glean from this story is that 
complete knowledge of the relationship between corporeality and incorporeality 
belongs to no one. In the story, Ọbàtálá seeks a level of knowledge higher than 
the level allotted him by Olódùmarè and in so doing violates  this principle. 
Ọbàtálá’s epistemological humility is sternly tested by a selfish desire to pos-
sess, or master, knowledge never intended for him. He fails this crucible, and 
as a result is directed through forced slumber to realize the importance of hold-
ing his desire at bay by exercising moral discipline.

A second theoretical characteristic of African cosmologies lies at the heart of 
the first, namely, the belief that the incorporeal realm is populated by a diverse 
community of potent spirits. Often associated with natural objects such as the 
earth, large rocks, trees, forests, rivers, and oceans, protective spirits are usually 
communally “owned,” while spirits whose power can be used to heal or harm 
tend to be individually “owned,” sometimes in the form of “medicine.”22 The 
categorical names of protective spirits, including ancestors, vary among cos-
mologies and people groups. The Akan speak of the tete abosom, the Yorùbá of 
the òrìsạ̀, and the Dagara of the kontombili, whereas the Ewe of Ghana and 
Togo use the term tɔgbuitrowo.23 Furthermore, the Akan use the title nsamanfo 
for the ancestors, the Yorùbá use egún, and the Ewe use tɔgbui.24 Harmful 
spirits are known by the Akan as bosom brafoɔ, by the Yorùbá as ajogun ibi, by 
the Ewe as dzositrowo, and by the Manianga of Lower DRC as mpeve zambi.25

Most African cosmologies hold that human beings should cultivate strong, 
durable relationships on a communal and individual basis with specific spirits. 
But why, and to what purpose? African cosmologies acknowledge, whether 
plainly or tacitly, that the universe human beings inhabit is essentially entropic 
and hence volatile and unpredictable. In other words, the very context that 
makes human life possible is defined at the most elemental level by unremitting 
danger, not safety, nor certainty. This understanding informs, for example, the 
Dagara society’s perspective on the indispensable role of exposure to poten-
tially lethal physical and spiritual danger during Baor, a transformative initia-
tory rite undertaken by adolescent Dagara boys in order to become adult men. 
An explanation given by Malidoma Somé’s father in response to his son’s desire 
to know more about Baor prior to experiencing it is illustrative of the above 
perspective: “Knowing Baor will not protect you … You cannot want Baor and 
protection at the same time. … Protection is toxic to the person being safe-
guarded. … When you protect something, the thing you are keeping safe 
decays. People come into this life with a purpose that enables them to protect 
themselves.”26
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Importantly, from an African purview, the main purpose of spiritual rela-
tionship is not solely protection. Rather, the aim is to provide human beings 
with the ancestral self-knowledge, wisdom, and power needed to effectively—
but not always safely—pursue a meaningful life and thereby gain the “three 
blessings of a good life—ìre owó, ìre ọmọ, and ìre àlàáfíà (wealth, children, and 
long life).”27 Governed to a significant extent by the felt agency of incorporeal 
beings and ancestral presences, the spiritual world (ọ̀run) is a dynamic reservoir 
of insight and power that, through disciplined relationship, can be accessed and 
“worked” toward the goals of survival and human flourishing.28 The technical 
divinatory process of tapping into this dynamic reservoir involves a dialectical 
interplay between, on one hand, the spiritual realm attested by past ancestral 
belief (ìgbàgbọ́) and custom (àsạ̀, which, interestingly, can connote both the 
“traditional” and the “modern”), and, on the other hand, the perilous vicissi-
tudes of the present.29 This brings us to the next phase of our analysis, where 
we shall explore several examples of oral religious discourse in view of our the-
matic focus.

oral relIgIous dIscourse and afrIcan epIstemology

This phase of analysis treats Akan aphorismal statements as religiously pitched 
oral discourse. Moreover, the analysis rests upon the assumption that such 
statements embed epistemological reflection. Proverbs thus emerge for our 
purposes as data points that allow a look at the apparatus of thought underpin-
ning African Traditional Religion.

In our previous discussion of Yorùbá creation myths, we were acquainted 
with the story of Ọbàtálá, who, despite the powerful status afforded by his 
senior rank among the òrìsạ̀, sought knowledge to which his rank did not 
entitle him. The knowledge Ọbàtálá wanted was the exclusive domain of 
Olódùmarè and, as such, was unavailable to him. It slipped Ọbàtálá’s grasp 
even though his trickery was designed to ensnare it for his benefit. This out-
come may be unexpected given the scope of Ọbàtálá’s guile. However, there is 
a proverb in the Yorùbá tradition that may render the failure of Ọbàtálá’s strat-
agem inevitable. It states, Ìsé Olódùmarè, àwámárídí (“Olódùmarè’s action is 
unfathomable”).30 If Olódùmarè’s actions are “unfathomable,” then they are 
not—indeed cannot be—objects of knowledge. This is to say that Olódùmarè’s 
actions are not available for mastery by any intellect, regardless of whether the 
intellect belongs to a human being or an òrìsạ̀. “Ìsé Olódùmarè, àwámárídí” 
suggests that, for the Yorùbá, knowing at its highest level is arcane, opaque, 
and achievable only by Olódùmarè himself. To put the matter in metaphorical 
terms, the taller the vine of knowing grows—the existence of which is made 
possible by vital relationships with Olódùmarè (think of the limits placed on 
Ọbàtálá’s knowing capacity through his relationship to Olódùmarè’s author-
ity) as well as among the òrìsạ̀ and their human devotees—the more the attain-
ability of knowledge recedes from view. Knowing, and therefore knowledge 
itself, is ultimately elusive.
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A degree of epistemological continuity along this line can also be found in 
the Akan tradition. The following proverbs are important to consider here: Obi 
nnim a, ɛyɛ nyansakyerɛ (“‘No one knows,’ is to profess wisdom”); Obi nnim 
adekyeɛ mu asɛm (“No one knows what the morning will provide”); Onipa 
adwene nyɛ Onyame adwene (“A person’s mind is not the mind of Onyame” 
[Onyame being the principal Akan deity]); Ɔbosom na ɛkyerɛ ɔkomfoɔ ntwaho 
(“It is the spirit that teaches the priest to whirl around”); and Ɔbosomfoɔ anom 
asɛm nsa da (“A priest’s advice is never exhausted”).31

What can be made of the phrase Obi nnim (“No one knows”) in the first 
two proverbs? If we think of “knowing” as a relative ontological condition, 
then the phrase takes knowing out of the hands of any single individual (“No 
one knows”). Implicit in this phrase is the idea that knowing exists in the human 
world only as a shared, relational condition. Conversely, the inability to reduce 
knowing to any single subjectivity is also common to the human condition. 
Hence, knowing in both of these senses is a kind of thread that tethers human 
beings together.

And, according to the first proverb, from an awareness of the insurmount-
able riddle of “knowing” comes wisdom, an experience-forged keenness of 
judgment that transcends knowing. So when the Akan utter the second prov-
erb, Obi nnim adekyeɛ mu asɛm (“No one knows what the morning will pro-
vide”), what is being conveyed is not so much an expression of ignorance as it 
is a wise acceptance of the limitations of human beings’ knowing and of the fact 
that the operation of the world around us is not entirely within our control. 
“The morning” will provide something, but humans do not always know nor 
determine what that something is. Why is this the case? Much like the Yorùbá, 
the Akan understand the spiritual realm (asamando) to be the primary fulcrum 
that turns the machinery of our present reality, not natural law or human 
agency alone.32 As the fulcrum of reality in its current iteration, the spiritual 
realm does not divulge its mysteries to satisfy the curiosity of the intellect. 
While the spiritual realm may stand at a proximal epistemological distance from 
the reach of the human mind, it stands at a distance nonetheless. This is why 
the Akan aver that the human mind is not that of Onyame. 

Still, it must be understood as well that the spiritual domain over which 
Onyame presides does not exist merely to delimit human beings’ knowing and 
agency. It also serves as a vital fund of knowledge needed for the guidance of 
human life. Comprehending this, many Akan priests (akɔmfo) undergo exten-
sive training in the practice of mediumship (akom), wherein a deity will tempo-
rarily manifest through or “alight” (nsie-yee) on a priest’s body in order to 
deliver important messages to the wider community.33 Such is the context for 
the proverb, Ɔbosom na ɛkyerɛ ɔkomfoɔ ntwaho (“It is the spirit that teaches 
[emphasis added] the priest to whirl around”). A paradox presents itself upon 
interpreting this proverb: spirit at once eludes and teaches. Put otherwise, 
although mysterious, the centuries-old spiritual reality of the ancestors never-
theless teaches the priest to be a vessel of spiritual knowledge, but not just any 
vessel. The Akan insist that “[a] priest’s advice is never exhausted” (Ɔbosomfoɔ 
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anom asɛm nsa da). If priestly advice is inexhaustible, then the priest must be a 
relevant, adaptable vessel of spiritual knowledge who can speak to the chang-
ing demands of the times in ways that effectively direct human action. Ergo, for 
the Akan, spiritual knowing, or religious gnosis, is not imprisoned in the past. 
To the contrary, it perforce keeps pace with the rhythms of time via divinatory 
rituals, the fecund nexus point enabling ongoing interplay between the past 
and the present. Along with the weighty responsibility of akom, Akan priests, 
as gnostic vessels, also shoulder a moral burden articulated in the second and 
final theme to be considered—knowing as a moral crucible.

The next few proverbs invite reflection on the morality of “religious know-
ing” in Akan society. They include Adeɛ yɛ yie bebrebe a, na ato ne sɛeɛ (“If 
something flourishes too much, it begins to spoil”); Tumi dodoɔ yɛ gyimi (“Too 
much power leads to stupidity”); Wopɛ sɛ wohunu nneɛma nyinaa a, w’ani fura 
(“If you want to see everything, you become blind”); and Ɔbosom a ɔnkasa na 
yɛto no aboɔ (“It is the spirit that does not talk that we throw stones at”).34

Most things are capable of flourishing in some way. Religious gnosis is no 
different in this respect. In fact, as discussed earlier, religious gnosis is linked to 
the blessings of wealth, children, and long life, three goals toward which 
African Traditional Religion strives. Why, then, do the Akan warn that “[i]f 
something flourishes too much, it begins to spoil” (Adeɛ yɛ yie bebrebe a, na ato 
ne sɛeɛ)? Concerning religious gnosis, I would posit that this admonition is 
motivated by an acute awareness that religious gnosis is a potentially volatile 
form of power whose use must be governed by a firm discipline grounded in 
the moral values of the community. To imagine one example, a priest’s demon-
strated proclivity for selfish excess in his use of spiritual knowledge would be 
regarded as an immoral proclivity indicative of a lack of proper discipline and 
as a grave threat to the well-being of the community. The priest in this example 
would be seen as having failed the moral crucible of responsibly carrying the 
burden placed upon him by religious gnosis. His standing as a trustworthy 
epistemological vessel in the community would be diminished, if not annulled.

Lastly, another related dimension of the moral responsibility accompanying 
religious gnosis involves sharing. The knowledge given to human communities 
by spiritual beings through the body of a priest is not intended to be privately 
hoarded, but rather distributed for human benefit. Spiritual knowledge usually 
extends itself as needed, often withdrawing only in the absence of a proper ves-
sel for transmission. The Akan priest is thus expected to openly communicate 
on behalf of a spirit; indeed, she has a moral obligation to do so. This is why 
the Akan say, “It is the spirit that does not talk that we throw stones at” (Ɔbosom 
a ɔnkasa na yɛto no aboɔ). While the priest is a mouthpiece (ɔkyeame) through 
which religious gnosis flows, the gnosis itself remains an invaluable community 
asset.35 A pressing question the Akan priest never escapes is, “Can you com-
municate ancestral religious gnosis in a manner relevant to and useful for the 
present moment?” It is toward this moral epistemological goal that she must 
daily struggle.
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conclusIon

At its most basic level, the analysis developed herein puts forward African 
thought as a channel of insight into the phenomenon dubbed “African 
Traditional Religion.” Furthermore, both African thought and African 
Traditional Religion are seen as being in conversation with late  modernity 
rather than in opposition to it. Even so, we must avoid the notion that African 
societies have not created ideas and religio-philosophical traditions that per-
dure over time in stable patterns that are distinguishable from those of modern 
Euro-Western epistemes. African Traditional Religion presents us with an 
opportunity to fundamentally reimagine our understanding of what it means to 
“know.” What is at stake in mustering the courage to embrace this opportunity 
is an epistemological future inclusive of, and consequently deepened by, African 
religious gnosis.
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